We take great pleasure in announcing that Mike Lennon and WhiteFormula have
agreed a deal for the transfer of ownership of the Thinair Moth project to
WhiteFormula. We feel this will benefit the project, as WhiteFormula will have
greater control over the build process whilst utilising Mike’s expertise in the sailing
and development aspect of the project. Mike Lennon and Dave Hollom will
continue to take part in the ongoing development.

New Platform
The Thinair V2 is our new flagship model, utilizing the most modern materials. We
have now upgraded to a fully pre-preg hull construction using high modulus and
ultra-high modulus carbon fibre. This maintains structural integrity whilst vastly
lowering hull weight. We continue this approach throughout the build including
the wing bars, gantry and foils, all now produced using state of the art processes
and cured at a high temperature using our in-house oven.
Although much of this is unseen there are subtle visual changes. The new
trampoline tubes are designed to allow easy movement of mainsheet positions to
accommodate the newer generation of decksweepers. We have worked closely
with market leaders in carbon manufacturing to develop a new spread toe cloth
to use on the deck to improve the performance of the hull. There are other slight
changes that would be noticed if closely inspected. These include a new bowsprit
design, prodder spec, re designed king post mount and a new tougher paint.

New faces
The guru of boat building, Olympian Rob White alongside Henry and Thom White
have a wealth of experience. Between them they have vast capabilities in R&D,
CNC, CAD, pre-preg and infusion just to name a few.

It is great to welcome Eddie Bridle to the White Formula Thinair Team. Eddie has
been sailing foiling boats since the age of 13 and has placed highly at world class
events. Eddie has become a Thinair Team rider and is continually testing and
developing in this ever-evolving fleet. Eddie will balance being active on the moth
circuit while attending to customer-based services.

Our Goal
Our goal is to produce the Thinair Moth to the highest standards. The boat must
work straight out of the box for all, not just the elite, whilst holding no sailor back
to achieve top world ranked results.
We will continuously push the boundaries of innovation without compromise,
ensuring all modifications will be easily retro fitted to any Thinair, keeping the
boat competitive for longer.
Customer service will be a priority within the Thinair Team, as we will strive for
quick turn arounds, accessible service and reliable delivery. This is all helped by
WhiteFormula having a large production line with high staff numbers, and a
working factory of over 7500 sq FT. This gives us the capabilities to meet high
demand. This factor is key to achieving our goals in making the world’s best Moth
without long lead times.

More information
You will find us active across various social media platforms. To get in touch
direct please contact via email

www.thinairmoth.com

info@whiteformula.com
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